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The economy (fig. 1) of South Africa is the second largest in Africa and  is

 ranked as an upper-middle income economy (Economy of South Africa

 2015).

Fig. 1, Economy

Looking at the current research, large amounts of people flock to the city

 hoping for a better future (in terms of work and living) and Johannesburg is

 one of the cities experiencing volumes of growth in people.

Unfortunately, not everyone finds work. Furthermore, looking at

 Johannesburg (fig. 2) and South Africa (in general), the current economic

 focus is on tertiary sector activities – which is not able accommodated

 amounts of low skilled workers such as manufacturing.

Some stats and me imaging individuals in the city:

As a response to the level of unemployment, there is a series of the

 organisation of assist in skills development for under-privileged individuals.

 And, as an attempt to reducing unemployment and create jobs, government
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 organisation where established to support and encourage people to start

 their own small business.

In my proposal/ intervention I would love to tie  these elements together –

 skills development and enterprise.

Other reactions occurring in the city, is individuals setting themselves as

 street trader, which has its pros and cons like all things.

In my proposal, my primary users is the street traders. Currently, the traders

 sell products and my platform is a place where a trade learns skills of

 manufacturing of products. For instance the street trade (along Mariam

 Makeba Road) who sell second hand clothes could learn to fabricate fabrics

 – which one could sell to the surrounding dress-makers and etc.

Through my intervention, besides the user been a trader – they become a

 growing enterprise. One is now a big business a producer and distributor.

 He or she controls the product. – encouraged from street trade to a small

 business owner and in process create some jobs hopefully.
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Looking at conceptual idea of the intervention, the key elements is the street

 trade, small business owner and F.E.T College sharing workshop space. –

 hoping there will be an exchange of the different skill levels.

Proposed site is in Newtown on the corner of Mariam Makeba Street and

 Gwigwi, facing Brickfields and the new Newtown Developments.
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Healthcare workshop with Phil Astley
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In the workshop, (one of the elements) we learnt about is how technology

 has influences primary healthcare  to date and how it possible influence

 things in the future. For instance, medical equipment are get smaller and

 easier to access in the sense they (fig. 1) can be rolled in and out of a room .

 These changes in the technology has affect the way rooms can be used.

 Some room are possibly getting smaller and others (fig. 2) are able to

 accommodate a range of different uses.

Fig. 1, Tech on wheels & Fig. 2, Designing for a range of uses. (by Phil Astley)

The design of a space to accommodation a range of possible activities

 speaks to the importance of  systematic separation (fig. 4), which is a

 principle of “Open Building” strategies – making way for levels of change in

 a fix framework.

Fig. 4, System Separation

(by G. Maachi / Phil Astley Presentation)

Furthermore, we were tasked with a short assignment looking at the various

 influences of technology on healthcare. My topic was on video conferencing

 (fig. 4) with has allowed remote and un-stuffed centres to have a level of

 access to doctors.

research1

Fig. 4, Off-side Doctor

CS-REACH
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During the week of the workshop, Phil Astley also guided us through

 exercises where we had to highlight users (fig. 5) for our thesis proposal and

 how they would experience and access the spaces of our individual

 interventions.  And, in a groups, we worked on an exercise on drivers of

 changes concerning your selected thesis project sites. In the exercise, my

 group, worked with Omphile’s site “Mary Fitzgerald” – Newtown,

 Johannesburg.

Fig. 5, Possible users

Pecha Kucha Presentation of thesis Proposal for Phil Astley

Skills and Enterprise intervention
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Nairobi, Kenya

AUGUST 30, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

I was fortune to have spent a week in Nairobi as part of the student

 members of UJ Unit 2.  All paid for, by the university . One of the focuses

 of the trip, was to be exposed to the conditions of informality (outside the

 context of Johannesburg, South Africa) and the upgrade strategies and

 developments in place (in Nairobi). In the process, the unit met up with

 members of the Slum Dwellers International, such as Jack Makau (including

 members of the Muungano Trust and etc). The members took us to view the
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 Makhuru Informal Settlement, which was on Day 2.

During our stay in Kenya, we toured the UN Habitat (on Day 3), hosted by

 George Gachie and David Thomas who were part of the presentations on

 upgrade projects and ideas at an urban and architectural scale. There was

 also a focus on the levels of human rights that must be implemented and

 maintained in the projects.

On Day 4, we visited the to Kibera Soweto East Community Center in Kibera

 (Soweto East) and we had discussions with some of the community

 representatives of the Kibera Settlement. We also had the opportunity to

 view the upgrade housing project currently in place (like the train track

 project, viewed on Day 2).

Observations:

The conditions of informality, we viewed, are similar to the conditions found

 in Johannesburg. For instance, the act of economic activities along busy

 streets and use of shared exterior spaces between the informal dwellings.

Other observations:

The inner city is cleaner and the pavements are wider than those of

 Johannesburg – allowing free flow of pedestrians. Yho, the traffic that’s a

 different story (one needs to be a skilled driver).

The images (below) are the work presented by myself and group member

 Omphile,which was challenging (due to lack of resource). The objective of

 the presentations was for us (unit students) to present our observation and

 point of view of the existing context and the upgrade projects in place.
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Denver Intervention – Assignment 6

JULY 27, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

From the group work and Open Building exercise, we had to deal with

 individual design for the proposal of future upgrading of Denver. The

 buildings prescribed, as interventions, were walk-up apartments and row-

house apartments including upgrading of the existing Denver hostels.

I worked on the North-east block (fig. 1) of the Denver hostels.

Figure 1. Denver Hostel

History of Hostels:

 Figure 2. History of Hostels

My perception (as an outside) of the hostel to the Denver Settlement.

 Looking at the history of hostel, they were constructed to be enclosure (fig.

 ), with no interaction with the surrounding context and accommodate single-

sex.
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In the process, questioning how can this can be changed or improved (fig.

 3).

               

Figure 3 . existing context

The idea in upgrading the hostel is to integrate (fig. 4) it with the surrounding

 settlement ( through certain structural alterations and function allocations).

 The upgrade is guided by the allowances guided by the tissue plan

 framework (fig. 5) we selected for Denver:

 Figure 4

Figure 5, framework

Included in the proposal, is the introduction of family units (fig. 6) into the

 hotel – which is a single-sex male hostel.
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Figure 6. unit proposal

Base building of the existing structure of the Hostel – permanent :

Figure 7. base building and capacity

Proposed plan layouts:
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Proposed Adjustments – Facade:

The existing facade
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The Proposed

Concerning tenure and payments, perhaps the maintenance of the

 permanent could the government’s or an NGO’s responsibility (fig. 8).

 Then, individual or family could receive an open-bear unit and at their own

 pace will deal with the infill for the unit.

 Figure 8. tenure and responsibility

Precedent Study:

Hostel Upgrade
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Mid-year Video

JULY 27, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

This video captures the work I have done so far, this year ( 1st semester).

 The theme, I have been dealing with is one of ownership and belonging.

 This was influenced by current trend of people moving to the cities and the

 fact, I myself is new to Johannesburg. Please, view the video and this was

 my first attempt. So, I definitely will be re-working it – to create better clarity.
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FADA Community Projects

JULY 27, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

The Project is focused on research on how effective design ( from multi-

 disciplines) can be as a tool in dealing with challenges faces in communities

 (particular marginalised  neighbourhoods). The project will run for a period of

 5 years. I was part of the groups starting the project and our main focus was

 gathering information about the specific neighbourhood we were

 investigating which was Fietas (fig. 1).
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The groups were made up of students from the designs disciplines of

 architecture, graphic design, multi-media and industrial design, who works

 with the community partners of Fietas.

Figure 1. Learning about Fietas

I was part of Fietas group B and the site, we worked with was New Nation (it

 is a high school on 1st Street, on the hill in Fietas). The reason we chose

 New Nation was because of the: 1 – the kids (To dealing with challenges, it

 begins with educating the youth – the future leaders of tomorrow) and 2 –

 the garden in the courtyard of the school  ( it speaks to notion of one

 feeding themselves than been fed) – [fig. 2].

Figure 2. the garden

Values of the garden:
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poster done by Siphesihle Mayiyane

After spending time researching and interviews, proposed improving the

 garden and setting up a garden program (fig. 3) which involves learn-ship for

 the student at New Nation and management of the garden.

Figure 3. Garden Program

In the process of looking the other possible interventions, we looking the

 parallel challenges (fig. 4) that existing in Fietas as a whole and the ones

 existing within the grounds of the New Nations.

Figure 4. mind mapping

We also looked at the existing organisations with the neighbourhood (fig. 5).



Adding to the intervention focused on the garden, we proposed the idea of

 creating moments (fig. 6) where the organisations and members of Fietas

 could interact.  Perhaps (in the short to long term) relationships will be

 established and in process lead to forums to deal with the challenges

 existing in Fietas.

   

Figure 6. events and workshops

One of the proposed events is a sport tournament (fig. 7) with a street market

 fair.
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Figure 7. sports and street-fair

Sports history of Fietas:
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Open Building Exercise – Assignment 5

JULY 26, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

My classmates and I were fortunate to the introduced to Open Building

 principles by Professor Kendell (during his two week visit). Professor Kendell

 explains (2015) that the Open Building concept is made of levels: the

 physical elements of the built environment; and the distinction of hierarchy

 and decision- making levels in the built environment. Looking at a building

 (in open building terms), there is the permanent support elements and then

 the infill (fig. 1). According to Professor Kendell, there is the base building

 (fig. 2) which made up of the permanent structure of the building (the shell).

 Included in the base building is the service ducts and public walkways of

 the building.  These permanent elements service the collective of people in

 the building, while the infill service the individual of a space. Furthermore,

 Professor Kendell explains (2015) that the infill level (fig. 2) is flexible and at

 the control of the individual at their designated living unit space.
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Figure 1. the Levels

  

Figure 2, Base & Fit out: Collective and Individual (By Pr. S. Kendell).

In the Open Building Exercise:

I had to work with an existing building (with a single corridor).  The building I

 selected was the Ocean Breeze Apartments. In the exercise, I examined the

 possible service shaft position. During the process of the exercise, I

 examined the possible capacities within the existing unit size: 1 – with the

 service shaft in the center of each unit and 2 – with the shaft on both ends

 of each unit.
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Furthermore, in the exercise, I also looked at the possible capacities when

 using soft spots.

This exercise assisted in the Denver design project – Assignment 6
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Denver – Assignment 4

APRIL 15, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

I am fortune to have worked on the (previous year) Denver project, ‘the

 Aformal terrain. The focus of the project was to learn from the context and

 to engage with the members of the settlement to establish a clear lens of

 understanding and learning about the terrain.  Denver settlement (Fig. 1) is

 informal settlement hidden away in a region of light industrial activities.

 Denver is located on the east side of Johannesburg, east of the CBD – along

 the east/west mining belt.

Figure 1. Denver Settlement

This year, we (unit 2) have been looking at Habraken, “Structure of the

 Ordinary.” So far we have looked and discussed the first three chapters of

 the book. In chapter one, Habraken introduces us to the illustration of

 controls and form.  He states that the city is ever growing and changing.

 And, each of us, is an agency of what remains or changes.
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In understanding the urban environment (the city) or any other places of work

 or living, It is highlighted in the book that we need to acknowledge the

 existing hierarchies and levels and types of controls. For instance, it is

 stated that  an individual or citizen has ownership and control of his wall (the

 facade). He can shift and alter his building but respects the existing

 dominance that he may not extend onto the street or beyond the building

 regulations.  Looking at Denver, one seems to be able to randomly build

 where there is available space.  The process is organic and at free will,

 within the constraints of acknowledging the existing agreements such the

 spaces of circulation and communal spaces especially the ones with service

 facilities. Below is an info-graphic (Fig. 2), trying to understand Denver in

 terms of levels and controls.

Figure 2. Levels of Denver

One of the noted acts of control, in Denver, is the way the toilet facilities are

 used. A selection of the occupants in Denver (the key-holders), control the

  access to the toilet facilities.In order to use the toilet, one must asked for

 the key (Fig. 3) from one of the key-holders and return it (directly), once one

 is done.

Figure 3. Use of facility

With the dominance of people of Zulu origins, there is an existing hierarchy

 of chief-hood(Fig. 4). The chief or chiefs are the leadership that are in-

charge to deal and assist resolve conflicts that occur in the settlement.



Figure 4. The respect of hierarchy (ritual)

Looking at the principles introduced by Habraken, it is an interesting way of

 observing and attempting to understand a site. For instance, through the

 means of the existing hierarchies, controls and levels.  These methods could

 be a vital way of asking and questioning what is working, what could be

 altered, what is or could be needed or not needed in the existing context.

 With constant time and practice of the methods, I will be to see for myself

 how effect this methods are. Below is the attempt of analysing Denver in

 terms of levels.
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Multi-layered, Mixed Neighbourhoods in

 Newtown, Johannesburg

MARCH 23, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

“When is urban design architecture? When is architecture urban design?”

 Tariq Toffa As a group member of Group D, we were tasked with analyzing

 and establishing a framework displaying our findings about our site, the

 Newtown Cultural Precinct. On the Unit 2 studio brief, Newtown is

 highlighted as a potentially unique post-apartheid space. It is a site ideal for

 exploring a post-apartheid imagination of societal transformation. The

 group framework also includes urban proposals that could be added on the

 precinct. Please watch the video.
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After joining the urban frameworks of the groups to establish a unified urban

 framework, we zoomed into individual interventions at an architectural level.

 The interventions by each individual responds to the findings and urban

 frameworks established by the groups. The interventions are driven to cater

 to specific needs noted on site. Intervention: Organisation such the City of

 Johannesburg together agencies like the Johannesburg Development

 Agency (JDA), have a mandate to develop and improve the inner-city

 precincts of Johannesburg. Looking at the developments in Newtown, is

 everyone benefiting from the city improvement? Current conditions of the

 development along Mariam Makeba Street, in Newtown – according to the

 street traders engaged with, (at times) they are chased off the pavements.

 Previously the traders used to used the vacant site, which is now owned my

 an organisation in the private sector and is currently being developed for

 commercial use.

Looking at the city, the re-action of the people or citizens who feel excluded

 or considered insufficient citizen is to protest at times. This reaction to

 protest is quite a comfort thing  in the urban cities of South African.

https://urbanarkstreet.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/unit-2-group-udf-a1.jpg
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Looking at the nature of protests, I imagined possible routes that could be

 taken – based on the fact some protests occur on the streets ( which are

 one of the highlighted public spaces of protest). I also looked at the support

 unions based in the inner-city.

My intervention is to provide a platform where the government, the unions

 and members of a protest are able to acknowledge each other. This pavilion

 is a platform ideally for where role players and the respected existing

 hierarchy share, negotiate and acknowledge the design ideas about the

 developments and improvements based in the inner-city.  The platform is a

 place of awareness, where members are educated about the guidelines

 procedures need to handle evictions, the right to voice opinions (e.g.

 protect), and alternatives that need to be established to cater to needs of

 evicted city members

https://urbanarkstreet.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/the-protest1.jpg


Sketches:

Development:

Reflection back on the brief ” Mixed Neighboorhood,” we can view the city

 (fig.1) as a multiple layers of actors who are affected by the spatial

 conditions of the city in diverse manner. The conditions are restrictive,

 permeable or neglected spaces – (some spaces are used or stand vacant).

 Looking at the “Structure of the Ordinary,” Harbraken states that we are all

 agents of the city, who influence space and changes that occur in a particle
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 space or place. These changes are spatial and social.

Figure 1. The City and its Developments

Looking at the innercity developments, how are the previous activities that

 existing affected by new developments? According to some of the street

 traders, I had the opportunity to interact with,who traded on the site along

 Elizabeth Street in Newtown – trade on the pavement now. At times, they

 (fig.2) are moved from the pavement by the metro police.

Figure 2. Innercity
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Figure 3. Developments in the Precinct

Reflecting on the Saturday street traders I interacted with in Newtown  – and

 imagining that at times unsatisfied citizens or individuals reaction to certain

 urban conditions by protesting ( fig. 4).

Figure 4. the Protest

Generally reasons (fig.5) for protesting, in South Africa, are unsatisfied

 individuals about service delivery, low salaries and wages and evictions

Figure 5. Local protests

International precedents:
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Redeveloped Design Proposal:

Looking at the developments occurring in Newtown, the street traders and

 history of protests, my proposal in the precinct is a protest pavilion (fig. 6)

 and dialogue center. The protest pavilion is a temporary structure located

 with the parking lot of the JDA offices (fig. 7).

Figure 6. Protest pavilion

Site Location:

Figure 7. Site proposals

The Dialogue Centre is a platform to discuss and plan around future urban

 and architectural design developments of a space. The idea is that , if there

 are existing activities on site that cannot be accommodated for in the future

 upgrade developments, an alternative site could be for the activities – in

 advance. Or, there can be some sort of compensations.
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The systems and infrastructure that city rely, ideally should deliver safety,

 reliability, affordability, resilience and a lower  environmental impact. –
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 studio brief. Arguably, the above mentioned is possible if

 infrastructure and city systems are well managed. So, what is the possible

 state of the city when systems are not well managed??

Managed and un-Managed

         Deserted – invaded – abused ????

The nodes of the dilapidated and neglected have became homes to the

 historically new city-dwellers of the Joburg – in hope of making something in

 big cities.

Mapping – Moments in a populated environment; neglected by Management

 [Jania Street – Jeppestown]
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Public innovations such as Public Art can soften a harsh environment, giving

 identify and ownership to place – (Arts & Culture Johannesburg).

Looking at Surface and Opportunities/ Possibilities

During the period these past few months, I took a step back to reflect.

 According to the studio design brief, infrastructure (fig.1) that cities rely on

 are energy, transport, communications, water and waste. Ideally, these

 systems should deliver safety, reliability, affordability, resilience, and lower

 environmental impact.
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Figure 1. Infrastructure

And, one would probably receive the opposite if the environment and its

 infrastructure is not maintained – (see the graphic above titled Un-

managed and neglected spaces).

Then I did some research on systems and infrastructure and looked at the

 following precedents (fig.2) that dealing with alternative innovations on

 energy generation and infrastructure urban upgrades. In the process, I also

 looked at what are the current infrastructure challenges we are faced with

 and there are more (than the two I have highlighted) :

Figure 2. Precedents

PDF documents:

conf34b

Large-scale vibration energy harvesting

urban design
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Redeveloped Design Proposal

From the work I had previous, the research and the work currently added,

 I developed the following proposal (fig.3):

– still surface upgrade to promote pedestrian activity

– generating energy from existing infrastructure ( the train tracks –  

 Jeppestown Metro-rail Station) The vibration energy generated     along the

 railway tracks by the train movement can be stored         and transferred to

 electric energy.  – Vibration Energy Harvesting   by Lei Zuo and Xiudong

 Tang

Figure 3. Jeppe Proposal
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Jeppestown

Noting the changes in surface and activities (from Maboneng to

 Jeppestown), a thought process orientated around money generated. I

 started questioning where I would find a collection of R200 notes or debit

 cards in-comparison to 50c coins around Jeppestown and Arts on Main.

 From class decisions, the thought process developed further. It developed

 around the idea of tracing the flow of money from one role player’s pocket

 to the pocket of the next person or business and so on.

On site I had the opportunity to engage with Stanley, who works at a body-

shop along Jules Street (up the street from Bjala Square). Stanley explained

 to me that he spends on lunch at the corner takeaway shop or on airtime on

 at the Ekhaya (window shop) and etc. From Stanley, I documented the

 possible locations where money could flow to (from VO Brother – the

 takeaway shop Stanley mentioned). Precious explained that if Stanley spent

 R50, it could move from them(VO Brothers) to the butchery located next to

 Jeppe Metrorail on fox Street (at the corner of Main and John Page Drive)..

 Stanley’s R50 could also possible move to the employees who live in Berea

 and Yeoville; or other distributors linked with the restaurant if not a

 customer. Included in the documentation, are the possibilities of flows

 linked with other activities associated with Stanley and other possible role

 players.

Documenting the flow, set a vision of money possibly moving from the hands

 of the poorest of the poor to a wealthier role player(s) and visa verse. I

 began visioning the levels of the city and the different role players blurring

 into one another. This generated the question: Could the different groupings

 of role players of the city blur into each other?? And work together.

Stanley – journey to work
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